ABSTRACT

Assistive technology (AT) is crucial for helping children with cerebral palsy to improve their performance. This case study described the low cost adaptive seating solutions in severe motor and cognitive developmental delay of a cerebral palsy child. Often children are prescribed commercially available seating devices (such as, wheelchair) which do not always aligned with the environment and life style of child and family. Together with the cost of AT is high and some cases might not be able to support. We applied the SETT model to evaluate the need of child with cerebral palsy (and parent) and working as a multidisciplinary team to design the low cost adaptive seat. This single case study demonstrated how an assistive technology professional (ATP) working in setting optimized seating device by custom made seating device components in modifying difficult activity (seating), posture and activity daily living (ADL) in child with cerebral palsy who having deficit the motor and cognitive function. Multidisciplinary team approach, seating program training and conservative physical therapy program were effective in assisting the parent and child in meeting their functional activity needs. The results of these low cost seating solutions was evaluated by parent interview which presented improvement in difficult activity and social interaction.

INTRODUCTION

Many children with cerebral palsy have difficulty or inability to sit independently due to moderate to severe impairment in motor and cognitive development. The severely multiply handicapped children require the knowledge and skills of Occupational Therapists and Physical therapist gain the physical performance and to adjust the environment to available for individual needs. Seating is one of the crucial key to allow the children with cerebral palsy to have the better functional activities. Therefore, adaptive seating may be the most important device available for any client who cannot be comfortably, safely and functionally seated in the wheelchair (Angsupaisal et al., 2015; Ryan, 2012; Chung et al., 2008). Evidence to date suggests that adaptive seating systems can play a major role in the positioning and support of children with disabilities such as cerebral palsy (Rodby-Bousquet, Hägglund, 2010; Stavness, 2006).

Seating adjustment might require accomplish a balance among upright anatomical position, symmetrical posture control and ability to function. From the complication of cerebral palsy pathophysiology, they require external support or fixation from the seating systems. Both support and fixation provide accommodation for compromised both postural control and improve postural deficits. The problems depicted in the literature commonly include retention of primitive reflexes, presence of structural asymmetries and abnormalities of muscle tone (Angsupaisal et al., 2015). To develop appropriate seating device the multidisciplinary rehabilitation team is extremely important to share their knowledge and experience to achieve the highest purpose. In our team (physical therapist, engineer, educational professional, parent and caregiver) worked in cooperation to design an individualized custom fabricated components of seating device. Assistive seating devices or this adaptive seating can include a range of components and it is essential that prescribing therapists understand their purpose and when they should be recommended (Ling SH, 2011).

We are encouraged the community to take part in the rehabilitation for persons with disability. Moreover, the suburb area in Thailand are composted with low income family. The high end or middle end assistive technology is limited for these group. The purpose of this case report is to modify the equipment in the community to serve the persons with disability to have better quality of life for both child with cerebral palsy and parent (or caregiver). Here we present the case of a child with cerebral palsy with severe motor and cognitive impairment. We discuss therapeutic success of the low cost adapted seat and its effectiveness through parents’ interview and evaluation of physical therapist.

CASE REPORT

A 7 years old female child with diagnosis of spastic CP and delayed development, GMFM level V with profound mental retardation reported to physical therapy department and special education for rehabilitation.
Child had severe developmental delay in motor, cognitive, perceptual, emotional and social aspect. On examination child was active, responded to surrounding stimuli. Poor motor functional control of bilateral upper and lower extremities, no targeting movement and no motor milestones. Muscle tone was moderate spastic in bilateral upper and lower extremities. Primitive reflex ATNR was present abnormally. Child had not receive assistive technology to support at home. Parents expressed concern of poor posture in chair especially feeding, since this lead to the aspiration and pneumonia or infection. SETT model was used to evaluate family and child with cerebral palsy need for design the adaptive seat for child with cerebral palsy.

To achieve optimum seating position at home especially on the floor, the case was discussed with multidisciplinary specialist for possible seating components an adaptive seating in the chair and on the floor such as, lateral trunk support and neck support. First the anthropology of child with cerebral palsy was performed. Then, head support of by using high wood plate and pillow were applied to prevent posterior backward neck extension. But head in midline and upright position was not achieved (Figure 1). The limitation for anterior flexion, lateral flexion and rotation of the trunk was provided by the seat belt and lateral side-board. (Figure1). The seat was remodel to maintain in trunk alignment (Figure2). To prevent trunk lateral bending and encourage shoulder symmetrical level and well prepare for improve upper limbs function

![Figure 1. Anterior (A) and posterior (B) view of low cost adaptive seating. The set of alignment of low cost adaptive seat together with plastic chair at home (C-D), which is commonly used in the community.](image)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Child had a better postural alignment when using the low cost custom-made components of seating device as compared to previously. Parent interview was taken after 3 weeks of use of low cost adaptive seating which provided feedback of effectiveness of such custom made individualized design of seating device. This case study reported beneficial effects of positioning including improved, social interaction and community acceptance. Through the interview it indicated that positioning and social interaction improved but no change in eye hand activities. The average time spent sitting in low cost adaptive seating device was increased. Because the unable to control posture, Child had chance to sit more during afternoon and evening. Moreover, parent had to carry child with her all the time during work on family duties before receive the low cost adaptive seat. But more independent for parents to work and take care the child with cerebral palsy was improved. The stress in parent related to the feeding of child was also decreased.

Child with cerebral palsy had difficult functional problem of head neck control. The design of head support did not resolve this problem. The abnormal tone and asymmetrical postural control of head, trunk and both extremities were crucial course of postural control. It was effective in maintaining upright posture for child with cerebral palsy. This facilitated eye contact and visual horizontal eye contact which encouraged visual orientation in the surrounding and increased social interaction. The abnormal alignment of neck rotation might cause of ATNR, therefore, keep head position in midline to avoid neck active rotation was suggested. (Lee et al., 2016) Herman and Lange 1999). Head position can lead overall body tone, particularly in the trunk and upper limbs. (Herman and Lange, 1999; Holmes et al. 2003). These finding is related to our observation.

There are several studies presented that the abnormal tone of muscle lead to the problem of scoliosis (Angsupaisal et al., 2015; Ryan, 2012; Chung et al., 2008). This low cost adaptive seating is using only side-board to support the lateral of the body to adjust the alignment of child with cerebral palsy’s trunk. We found that the lateral side-board was supported the lateral trunk flexion. However, the more precise supporting system might be reconsider to improve the quality of this adaptive seat, such as, the pillow support direct to the lateral trunk.
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Figure 2. The design for low cost adaptive seat to fix the possible angle of hip and knee in 90 degree to prevent the secondary condition (A). Applied the low cost adaptive seating to child with cerebral palsy (B).
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